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Abstract—Naming Games are models of the dynamic formation of lexical conventions in populations of agents. In
this work we introduce new Naming Game strategies, using
developmental and active learning mechanisms to control the
growth of complexity. An information theoretical measure to
compare those strategies is introduced, and used to study their
impact on the dynamics of the Naming Game.

I. I NTRODUCTION
What are the mechanisms that allow language formation,
transmission and evolution between individuals? How can
linguistic conventions be formed, and what is the dynamics
of their evolution, in a population of speakers, without a
centralized control? How can these mechanisms be computationally and statistically modeled? If we consider language as
a dynamical system associating forms, referents and semantic
categories, its lexicon can be represented as a relation map
between spaces that are a priori not related. For example
a part of the spoken words-space maps the meaning-space
of the objects surrounding us. But if we take two particular
objects (say an apple and a coin), there is a priori no reason
for those words (“apple” and “coin”) to be linked to those
two objects in this order. Language may have developed with
those two associations interchanged - that means the word
“apple” would refer to the money and “coin” would refer
to the fruit. The particular pattern observed is a convention
stipulating which words refer to which meanings. If we
consider a language at a really early formation stage in
a non-centralized population of interacting individuals, any
permutation of those associations may be electable as a
complete operational language at the end.
Whereas existing work has shown how groups of individuals (e.g. robots or humans) could build shared and
self-organized linguistic conventions (associations between
words and semantic categories) in simple spaces of word
forms and meanings [1], [2], or how a human can teach
a few new words corresponding to simple concepts to a
robot [3], we are still very far from being able to construct
systems that can learn and share efficiently a large number of
words corresponding to various kinds of concepts (objects,
properties, actions, time, etc.). This is partly due to the fact
that when confronted to conceptual or lexical spaces that are
large and/or high-dimensional, the mechanisms elaborated so
far to infer the meaning of words and to converge towards a
shared convention are under-constrained.

A possible solution to this problem is the developmental
approach [4]–[8]. In particular, a number of arguments in
statistical machine learning [9] and developmental sciences
[10] indicate that the active control of the complexity of
learning situations (based for example on empirical measures
of information gain) might permit to dramatically increase the
efficiency of the language learning and formation processes.
The impact of such developmental mechanisms on learning
efficiency, such as active learning mechanisms that regulate
the growth of complexity in learning situations , has been so
far mostly studied in the context of single robots acquiring
sensorimotor skills (e.g. [4], [5], [11]). In this article, we
explore how such active learning mechanisms can also be
used for and how they can impact the dynamics of models
describing the formation of linguistic conventions in a population of agents.
Computational and statistical modeling of semiotic and
social dynamics is well-defined in the Naming Games introduced by L. Steels [12]–[14], initially used to describe
language formation in a population of agents using spoken
words to refer to colored geometric shapes (The Talking
Heads Experiment [12], [15]). Theoretical work on this
framework has also been done, including statistical studies
on the Naming Games [14], [16], on the introduction of
new available elements in the vocabulary [17], as well as
information theoretical analysis of vocabulary patterns [18].
Naming Games are simple interaction models between
agents, which each have their own vocabulary, in most cases
represented as an association matrix between words and
meanings. One interaction usually involves two randomly
picked agents, a speaker and a hearer. The speaker chooses
a word-meaning association in its vocabulary (possibly
inventing a new one), and utters the associated word. The
meaning interpreted by the hearer is then compared to the
one initially chosen by the speaker, and they both eventually
update their vocabulary according to the results, that is
success or failure, translated by whether the two meanings
match or not.
The agents involved in the interaction may add the uttered
association to their vocabulary or not, remove any synonyms
or not, same for homonyms, etc. While in most Naming
Game models, speakers choose a meaning randomly, there
are other possible alternatives: the speaker can for example
choose a known meaning or an unknown one (i.e. associated
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Fig. 1. Example of an interaction in the Naming Game. There are here 2
meanings (apple and coin) and 4 possible words. The speaker can either
refer to the apple, by saying the word rimi, or invent a new association for
the coin. The first case would lead to failure. The second one would lead to
success only if the chosen word is potaf.

or not to at least one word), or make its choice based on trust
levels in the associations, etc. To sum up, a wide variety of
strategies exist, and some of them may lead to interesting
behaviors, exhibiting particular patterns of vocabulary size,
distribution and convergence speed at the population level
[19]. But those patterns are not easy to represent, or quantify,
and a great set of different measures are used in existing work
[16], [19], [20], for example the success rate of the interactions, or mean number of associations per agent (proportional
to total number of associations in the population), or number
of different words used over the whole population, among
others.
In this article, we will formulate and experimentally evaluate several active strategies that allow the speaker to decide
which meaning to use in each round of the naming game, and
in particular to decide whether they shall explore (choose
a meaning for which they do not already know a name)
or teach (choose a meaning for which they already know
a name). With such strategies, what type of pattern could we
expect at the population level? Exploring too much may lead
to the introduction of too many conflicting word-meaning
associations in the population, whereas not enough may lead
to really slow completion of the common vocabulary at the
population scale, even though the shared core is already
stable. However, exploring wisely (following the autotelic
principle [21], [22] or following curiosity-driven learning
principles based on learning progress [4]) may control the
complexity growth of the global vocabulary, and facilitate
the convergence towards a stable and complete conventional
system. Such a strategy was already suggested in [20].
In what follows, we specify such strategies, present
adapted measures to compare them, as well as an experimental comparison in a subset of the parameter space.
II. M ETHODS
A. Assumptions about Agents and Strategies
As we mentioned earlier, Naming Games exist in a great
number of distinct forms. Hence the need to describe which
of them we will consider in this work and the assumptions
we will make.

An agent’s vocabulary will consist in an association matrix
– M rows for M available meanings, W columns for W
available words – filled with 0s and 1s, initiated with only
0s. In other words, it is implied that the globally available
meanings and words are discrete, symbolic and in finite
numbers. Homonyms and Synonyms will be automatically
removed at each update. This means that a meaning can only
be associated to a unique word (or none), and vice-versa.
At each time step, two agents are randomly selected and
engage in one elementary interaction. Agents may have
access to a memory of their own past interaction results.
Following all those assumptions, designing new strategies is
done by setting those two mechanisms:
• The way an agent picks a word-meaning association.
• The way an agent remembers the past interactions, by
updating its memory.
Those two procedures will be described for each strategy,
in the corresponding paragraph II-C.
B. Measures
How do we exactly compare the strategies? How do we
quantify the differences between their dynamics? As said
earlier, it is usually done using the success rate – i.e. the
proportion of successful interactions in a certain time window
of the recent past [19], [20]. But the observed success rate
itself though is meaningless in the case of a strategy involving
the choice of exploration or not. If the common shared
vocabulary converges, but to only a subset of the available
meanings, the success rate can reach close to 100% if nobody
explores, while the vocabulary stays far from complete. In
this case the success rate wouldn’t indicate anything about
convergence towards a complete vocabulary for the entire
population. That’s why the observed success rate wasn’t used
in [20], but rather what we can call the theoretical success
rate, the expected success rate if the strategy would be the
naive one (defined at II-C1), in the current state of the
population of agents.
Another way of comparing strategies is to actually get
the mean time needed for the population to converge to a
globally stable shared vocabulary. But this may be really long
to compute, especially for non-efficient or even potentially
looping strategies – certain sequences of interactions can lead
to unchanged vocabularies, if those interactions are repeated
indefinitely, the population never reaches convergence. All
this doesn’t give any indication on a distance of the current
state to the fully converged state.
Lastly, the average number of meanings per agent can
describe local convergence to a complete vocabulary, but
doesn’t tell us if the global vocabulary includes a lot of
conflicting associations or not, therefore it cannot be used
as a global convergence index.
Let’s introduce another way of measuring distance to
converged state. What is actually such a distance? What
does it represent? At the level of the agent, not being
in a locally converged state (i.e. a completed vocabulary),
means that the agent doesn’t know yet what the conventions
would be in the completed state, among all the remaining

possibilities. In other words, he lacks a certain quantity of
information to build a complete vocabulary. What is this
missing information, in bits (as defined in [23]), needed by
an agent to fill its association matrix? If we have M available
meanings and W available words (W ≥ M ), the number of
possible configurations for a completed vocabulary is:
Ω=

W!
(W − M )!

(1)

Therefore, the information needed, in bits, to define such
a vocabulary among all possible ones is:
I(M, W ) = log2 Ω =

M
−1
X

log2 (W − k)

(2)

k=0

Now, if we consider an intermediate state, in which an
agent already has a vocabulary of m associations, without
synonyms or homonyms, we can also calculate the information missing in this case. It is quite simple, as the already
known meanings and words do not matter anymore in the
calculation: By removing them, we get back to the initial
problem, i.e. evaluating the missing information of an empty
vocabulary, now with M −m available meanings and W −m
available words:

i(m, M, W ) = I(M − m, W − m) =

M
−1
X

log2 (W − k) (3)

k=m

How do we adapt this measure to the entire population?
If we average this quantity over the set of agents, it seems
equivalent to the mean number of associations, we just
applied a logarithm. But we can compute this quantity over
the vocabulary actually shared by the population, keeping
only associations that spread population-wide. This function
is monotonic, and represents a coherent distance to global
convergence. Its variations match the order of magnitude of
the global dynamics (see for example figure 2), as vocabulary
sizes are weighted, through the logarithm, respectively to the
probability of transition between them. That correlates the
fact that the first population-wide common association will
take far more time to appear than the last one, contrary to a
number of links-type measure, where they will have a really
small impact on the representation of the index.
However, this population-wide measure has an issue: we
cannot efficiently discriminate a population where all agents
but one share the same vocabulary, from a population where
all agents have random vocabularies. Clearly the first one is
much closer to convergence than the second. How can we
build an adapted measure then? By the same approach, but
to a different scale. If we average this quantity calculated
over all the possible couples of agents, it gives us another
quantity, found between the two others, and close to the
theoretical success rate. The scale used here is coherent,
because interactions happen at this very scale. Other intermediate scales could be used and reveal other properties
of the dynamics, but for the purpose of this paper the 2
agents-scale is sufficient. However, it is quite difficult to

Fig. 2. Comparison of different measures of convergence, normalized, for
one simulation with the naive strategy (M =W =N =10). Time unit is one
speaker/hearer interaction. Blue: Average acquired information per agent,
Black: Average acquired information per couple of agents, Green: Acquired
information at population level, Red: Theoretical success. The black one
describes the best the state of the population (starts at 0, low noise, dynamics
almost linear towards globally converged state)

compute, because the number of couples of agents increases
as the population size squared. The same problem occurs
with theoretical success rate though. Calculations are made
by sampling over the set of couples. From this results a nonmonotonic behavior and even some noise, which is in fact
helpful to guess some other properties of the global dynamics
(see II-B).
On figure 2, four different measures are shown, for the
same single simulation, following the naive strategy. The
acquired information, normalized between 0 (initial state)
and 1 (maximum, population in fully converged state) at 3
different scales: averaged for all agents (in blue), sampled
over couples of agents (black), and taken on the whole
population (green). The fourth measure is the theoretical
success rate (here equal to observed success rate, in red).
The green measure is monotonic, but it represents badly the
overall dynamics, because too less associations are taken into
account. The blue measure grows too quickly compared to
the overall dynamics, and takes too many associations into
account. The red measure doesn’t start at 0 (random initiation
1
interactions may lead to success, with a probability of W
,
10% in this case), is quite noisy and heavy to compute,
but seems still a good indicator as its dynamics matches the
overall variations. The black measure is close to the red one,
hence has the its advantages, but is less noisy, starts at 0,
and is meaningful from an information theoretical point of
view. Also, it cannot go under the green one, whatever the
cardinality of the sample is, as it represents the theoretical
minimum, for all possible couples of agents. This is not the
case for the theoretical success, as can be seen in figure 2.
In the remaining part of the paper, the normalized common
acquired information of couples of agents will be used as a
measure to compare strategies.

It can be noted that (low) noise and non-monotony are
useful features ; in fact it indicates that the population is
still out of equilibrium, what allows us when the dynamics
is slow to discriminate a blocked state – with a stable but not
complete vocabulary – from a high-competition state where
overall dynamics are expectedly slow.
C. Strategies
Now that we can quantify features of the strategies, let’s
introduce some of them.
We’ll start by introducing the naive strategy, which is the
standard strategy usually used in Naming Games, and also
give a proof of its convergence. Next, we will introduce
active learning strategies: first the Success-Threshold type of
strategies, as described in [20]. Since those strategies depend
on a parameter, we will suggest a method to find an optimum
for this threshold-parameter. Another strategy, which we will
call Last Result strategy, can be seen as a variant of the
Success-Threshold. Eventually, we will define a general type
of strategies with an active learning behavior, and suggest
interesting ones based on calculations. Comparison of those
strategies can be found in section III-A.
Algorithm 1 NAIVE S TRATEGY
The two mechanisms needed to describe a strategy are
detailed below: how the enacted association is chosen during
an interaction, as well as the update of both speaker and
hearer after the interaction, involving the chosen association,
as well as the meaning guessed by the hearer. Both agents
add the enacted association to their vocabulary, and remove
any conflicting synonym/homonym.
procedure PICK LINK (vocabulary)
m ← get random meaning
w ← get word(m)
return (m, w)
end procedure
procedure UPDATE (ms , w, mh )
add link (ms , w)
remove homonyms (ms , w)
remove synonyms (ms , w)
end procedure
1) The Naive Strategy: What we call the naive strategy
is the strategy usually used in Naming Games instances as
a standard [16], [19], [20]. The meaning-choice policy is
simply uniform, i.e. meanings are equiprobable, whatever
their state, associated to a word or not. As far as postinteraction vocabulary update is concerned, usually synonyms
and homonyms are used and help a lot in the convergence
process (see 9). In fact, they carry information about the
past interactions and help to smooth the competition between associations. In our models we will only consider
the no-homonyms no-synonyms version of the naive strategy
(algorithm 1), however in III-B the actual impact of this
assumption will be discussed.

An interesting remark: this strategy leads to convergence.
It can be proven easily that the probability to be in a
converged state at infinite time is equal to one. There exists a
combination of N − 1 interactions in which an agent teaches
one special association to all other agents in the population
(of size N ), among a finite (but extremely big) number
of possible sequence of N − 1 interactions. Therefore the
probability to get a fixed association population wide after a
certain number of steps is finite and non-zero. If M is the
number of available meanings, this reasoning repeated M
times leads to convergence at a non-zero finite probability
after a long enough time. At infinite time, this probability
eventually becomes one. As a conclusion, the naive strategy
almost surely reaches convergence.
Algorithm 2 S UCCESS -T HRESHOLD S TRATEGY
Explore() means choosing an unknown meaning, and teach()
choosing a known one. Success rate is computed as the
proportion of average ratio S/(S+F) over the known meanings
in the speaker’s vocabulary. S and F respectively stand for
success and fail. threshold is by default set at 90%
procedure PICK LINK (vocabulary,S,F)
if success rate(known meanings) > threshold then
explore()
else
teach()
end if
return (m, w)
end procedure
procedure UPDATE (ms , w, mh )
add link (ms , w)
remove homonyms (ms , w)
remove synonyms (ms , w)
if ms = mh then
S[ms ] ← S[ms ] + 1
else
F[ms ] ← F[ms ] + 1
end if
end procedure
2) Success-Threshold Strategy: The type of strategies developed in [20] is a first approach to active learning policies.
The main idea is to choose exploring new meanings over
teaching known ones if the success rate over the interactions
involving the already associated meanings exceeds a certain
threshold, in the original work set at 90% (see algorithm 2).
From a cognitive point of view, the agent seeks to learn new
things only when confident enough about what it previously
learned. This policy actually led to interesting results, especially convergence time proportional to population size, when
exponential for the naive strategy.
What we wonder now is, is this threshold of 90% wisely
chosen, or would another value give better results? To answer
this, we will compare strategies following the same policy,
but with a different value of the threshold. Convergence
time may reach high values, or in certain cases not even

exist, the shared information measure over sampled couples
of agents will here be really useful. But because we want
to compare a large number of different strategies (threshold
varying continuously in [0, 1]), representing the evolution
of this index for all of them is not convenient. Instead,
discretizing time by representing snapshots of index values
as a function of this threshold is way more convenient, and
the most efficient threshold values appear clearly.
The results, for M =W =N =20, are represented on figure 3.
When the low values (almost only exploration) stay far from
convergence, values above 80% for the threshold parameter
lead to fast convergence. For 100%, agents never explore
because they wait for their success rate to reach this value,
situation which in our case (success rate computed over all
past interactions) cannot be reached after a single failed
interaction. Agents never explore, hence never get a complete
vocabulary. Values close to 100% exhibit a similar pattern.
According to all this data, 90% seems close to an optimal
choice, at least for the chosen values of M , W and N .

Algorithm 3 L AST R ESULT S TRATEGY
A variation of the Success-Threshold strategy
procedure PICK LINK (vocabulary,success)
if success = 1 then
explore()
else
teach()
end if
return (m, w)
end procedure
procedure UPDATE (ms , w, mh )
add link (ms , w)
remove homonyms (ms , w)
remove synonyms (ms , w)
if ms = mh then
success ← 1
else
success ← 0
end if
end procedure

3) Last Result Strategy: What we call here the Last Result
strategy is a simplification of the previous one, the time
window of the recent past taken into account being reduced
to its minimum (1 interaction). In other words, we consider
only the last interaction and its result, success or fail. Success
leads the agent to explore, whereas previous failure makes it
teach a known meaning. The value of the threshold parameter
doesn’t matter here, because taken on one interaction the
success rate it is compared to can only be either 0% or 100%.
See algorithm 3. From a cognitive point of view, this strategy
is a limitation to extremely short-term memory.

Fig. 3. Convergence speed comparison according to threshold parameter,
for the success-threshold strategy. The previously selected value of 90%
is well-chosen. M =W =N =20, 8 iterations. Time unit is number of past
interactions.

Algorithm 4 D ECISION V ECTOR S TRATEGY
Exploration is triggered if a 1 is present in the decision vector
at the coordinate corresponding to lexicon size
procedure PICK LINK (vocabulary)
if decisionvector[#(vocabulary)] = 1 then
explore()
else
teach()
end if
end procedure

4) Decision Vector Strategies: By getting rid of any
memory of the past interactions other than the lexicon itself,
and remembering that the absence of synonyms/homonyms
reduces the configurations to equivalent permutations at fixed
number of associations, one degree of freedom remains for
the definition of a strategy: the choice of whether to explore
an unknown meaning or teach a known one. In our models
this is a function of only the number of meanings already
known, in other words the behavior can be represented by a
vector of dimension M + 1, where M is the total number
of available meanings, and each coordinate would be the
probability to explore, if found as a speaker with this given
number of known meanings. This is detailed in algorithm 4.
The simplest form of this type of strategy would be
described by a vector of elements only equal to 0 or 1. That
means, choose to explore only at certain given vocabulary
sizes, and teach when at others. From a cognitive point of
view, it can be seen as a maturational process. Certain states
trigger exploration, which is inhibited otherwise.
An important remark at this point is that it may result in
a stable non-converging state. For example, if we choose to
put only zeros on this vector (excepted for the first value,
that has to be 1), the common shared vocabulary will not

include any other associations than the ones corresponding
to initialization of agents’ vocabularies. This would be at
maximum N −1, and on the average around N/2. Then those
associations may be conflicting, but still the maximum size
of the final vocabulary is N −1, and in the case M =W =N , it
means that the common shared vocabulary cannot converge
to a complete one (size N ).
A first approach would be to evaluate the approximate size
of this vocabulary, and set to 1 the corresponding coordinate
of the decision vector, keeping 0s before. Exploration would
be triggered at this very vocabulary size, and not for an
inferior value. As mentioned in the previous sentences, we
expect this value to be a bit less than N/2. Let’s assume
that the ratio keeps being the same between two steps of
this evolution. In other words, if we consider this ratio to
be exactly 2, we would put ones in the decision vector at
the coordinates N/2, 3N/4, 7N/8, etc. If the ratio is r, 1s
would be found at coordinates N (r − 1)/r, N (r2 − 1)/r2 ,
N (r3 − 1)/r3 , etc. This geometrical pattern is graphically
described in figure 5.
In figure 4, we tested this hypothesis for different values of
r, and the behavior was quite interesting: in all cases we do
not reach full convergence quickly (compared to other studied
strategies, see figure 8) but we can distinguish those which
will fully converge from those that won’t, by observing the
local behavior (noisy or not), following the reasoning detailed
in paragraph II-B. If there is no variation at all, it means
that all agents share the exact same vocabulary. As it is the
type of behavior we expect with an all-0 decision vector, it
means that the first 1 in the vector is higher than the expected
equilibrium vocabulary size in this all-0 case, and the ratio
r chosen is too high. On the contrary, variations would
indicate non-equilibrium and high meaning competition, and
probable convergence after. In other words, agents would
have explored new meanings too early, the ratio r is too low.

Fig. 4. Geometrical decision vector strategies. Two behaviors are observed:
stable sub-converged state (ratio > 1.6) or high meaning competition (ratio
< 1.6). M =W =N =20, 4 iterations.

As we can observe on figure 4, at a certain value (1.6) of
r a pattern change can be observed. It would be interesting
to do a deeper study of this phase transition, especially the
dependence on M , W and N parameters, but it goes beyond
the scope of this paper.
L3
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m= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Fig. 5. Pattern for the geometrical decision vector, with M = 8 and r = 2.
An agent explores when possessing 0, 4, 6 or 7 associations.

5) Gain Maximization Decision Vector: Another approach, staying in this scope of strategies, is to explore until
a certain vocabulary size, and then wait for the introduced
competing associations to mix into a common vocabulary.
The change of behavior shall occur at a wisely chosen
vocabulary size, otherwise it may converge really slowly or
not converge at all.
But how to choose this value? A first guess could come
from an approximation of expected information gain by
the speaker. Here, we will only consider expected information gain as a hearer at the next step. Information gained
through exploration as a speaker would heavily bias the
policy towards exploration, because it corresponds to a selfish
behavior not leading at all to fast convergence. This could
be understood as optimizing the acquired information by the
speaker only, and not both agents.
So what would be this expected gain of information? As
a hearer, an agent can either gain a link (the one enacted by
the speaker is brand new and not in conflict with the existing
ones), lose one (enacted association conflicting word-wise
and meaning-wise), or stay at the same lexicon size (only
one type of conflict). As the change in behavior will appear
at the end of an all-exploration phase, we will consider
that associations encountered in other agents are initiated
completely separately in this first phase, i.e. that lexicons
are independent of each other. This assumption is actually
coherent considering the shape of the resulting vector, as the
all-exploration phase takes place only at the beginning.
Knowing all this, we can compute the expected gain
referring to the table in figure 6. For each possible outcome,
probabilities are calculated for a totally random association
(all M W possibilities equiprobable). It means speaker and
hearer share at this point no information at all, which is in
our case coherent, as exploration is done from the beginning.
For example, the probability of getting +1 association for
the hearer possessing m associations in its vocabulary is
calculated this way: (M − m) meanings are unused, as well
as (W −m) words. Therefore (M −m)(W −m) associations
among all possible give the expected outcome (+1). The
probability, as all associations are equiprobable, is the ratio
between those two numbers. The resulting vector shape is
represented in figure 7.

Associations

Info. Gain Gm = ∆i

Probability pm

+1

log2 (W − m)

(M −m)(W −m)
MW

0

0

m(1+M +W −2m)
MW

−1

− log2 (W − m + 1)

m2 −m
MW

Fig. 6. Hearer’s possible outcomes with associated gains and probabilities,
when having m associations in the vocabulary. M and W stand for total
available meanings and words. Probabilities are calculated for a random
association (uniformly over all meanings and words) chosen by the speaker.

E(∆i) > 0


E(∆i) < 0


1 1 ··· 1 0 ··· 0 0
P

E(∆i) =

pm (α) · Gm (α)

α∈{−1,0,1}

Fig. 7. Pattern for the Gain Maximization decision vector. An agent explores
when expected information gain (as defined by the given formula, using
the table from figure 6) as a hearer is positive. For the chosen range of
parameters, the separation is roughly located at the middle of the vector.

The naive strategy stays at low values of acquired information, indicated too much exploration and high meaningcompetition among the population. It will eventually fully
converge, but its dynamics are really slow.
The Last Result strategy performs a bit better than the
naive strategy, but also presents quite slow dynamics compared to the other two curves.
The Success-Threshold strategy converges really fast, as
well as the decision vector strategy. It can be noted that
the decision vector strategy doesn’t fully converge, and stays
blocked, but still reaches as fast as the Success-Threshold
strategy really high values of acquired information. The
standard error also indicates that in some cases it actually
converges, and would be in those particular cases (not in general) the fastest converging strategy. Otherwise the SuccessThreshold strategy is.
These observations support a significant acceleration of
the global dynamics carried by the regulation of complexity
growth, even if only a subset of those strategies have been
studied, and more efficient ones may exist. Also, it has to
be noted that those conclusions are drawn from the study of
only a subset of the parameter space, and deeper exploration
would be needed. But still, it shows that active learning can
have a significant impact.

III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Comparing Strategies
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the acquired information
through time for different strategies. For each strategy, the
quantity is averaged on several iterations, and standard error
is represented. In all cases, number of available meanings,
words, and size of the population are all equal to 20.
We represented the naive strategy, as well as several active learning strategies: the Last Result strategy II-C3, the
Success-Threshold strategy II-C2, and the Gain Maximization
decision vector strategy II-C5.

Fig. 9. Influence of use of synonyms and homonyms. It increases a lot
the naive strategy’s convergence speed, but doesn’t change significantly the
success-threshold strategy’s pattern, which converges faster in both cases.
M =W =N =20, 4 iterations.

B. Influence of the Main Assumption over Synonyms and
Homonyms

Fig. 8. Comparison of different strategies. Active learning ones converge
faster than the naive one. M =W =N =20, 4 iterations

The main difference between our assumptions and the
usual Naming Games is the absence of homonyms and
synonyms. Even if the measure isn’t as well-defined for such
vocabularies as under our assumption, we can adapt it and
get a clue on the state of such a population, and compare the
dynamics to our models. The reason why it isn’t considered
as being well-defined is because we cannot consider shared
associations the same way. If a given association is shared

at the population level, it may as well disappear later, as
having synonyms or homonyms which would overcome this
very association in the final globally converged vocabulary.
The adaptation used here is calculation of the acquired
information at the level of couples of agents, but using
only shared associations which don’t have any synonym
or homonym. Clearly, this approximation of the acquired
information is underestimated, as synonyms and homonyms
actually carry some information. However, at low level of
synonymy and homonymy it fits the approximated quantity,
which is the case in the last part of the dynamics (see [16])
The question now is, if homonyms and synonyms carry
some information, would active learning strategies benefit
from their use or not at all? Figure 9 compares the naive
strategy with the Success-Threshold strategy, both with and
without synonyms/homonyms.
The naive strategy, as expected, benefits greatly from
the use of synonyms and homonyms, and converges in the
represented time window only in this case. Without synonyms
and homonyms, convergence would be reached several order
of magnitudes further, as can be guessed by the shape of the
curve. For the active learning strategy however the curves
almost mix, which implies that synonyms and homonyms
are almost unused. To rephrase it, the information conveyed
by synonyms and homonyms in the naive strategy may be
already partly gained by the active learning choice policy.
Just a small difference in acquisition of the last associations is
observed, but this strategy is still in all cases faster converging
than the naive one.
C. Future Work
We wanted to study the impact of developmental/active
learning approaches on Naming Games’ convergence speed.
In order to do that, we introduced a new measure of distance
to the converged state, the normalized acquired information
shared by couples of agents, based on information theory
principles. The newly introduced strategies show some interesting patterns in the Naming Games dynamics, in particular
they converge faster than the naive strategy. Also, the information carried by the active control of complexity can be
enough to avoid using synonyms and homonyms.
This work could be extended to a systematic study of
strategies, especially dependence in M , W and N (the parameter space not having been explored significantly for the
moment), after a complete inventory of possible strategies.
Then, characterizing the flow of information could help to
conduct a deeper study of the Gain Maximization approach,
and maybe derive a theoretically optimal strategy. Eventually,
other Language Games, like the Guessing Game [12] or the
Categorization Game [16], could be analyzed in the same
way.
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S OURCE C ODE
The code used for the simulations of this paper was written
in Python. It is available as open source software, along with
explanatory notebooks, on the Inria Flowers team github:
https://github.com/flowersteam/naminggamesal
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